Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb given.

1. If I __________ you I would go home and lie down at once (BE).
2. If you had married Jimmy, you __________ a very unhappy life. (HAVE)
3. I would give you some advice if I __________ any. (HAVE)
4. If John __________ sometimes, he would be more sympathetic. (SMILE)
5. I __________ German if I had had more time. (LEARN)
6. What __________ if I go home now? (YOU DO)
7. If my parents __________ away, I would have invited all my friends to the party. (GO)
8. I __________ her a postcard if I had had her address. (SEND)
9. Would you still love me if I __________ a beard? (GROW)
10. If I earned enough money, I __________ around the world. (TRAVEL)
11. If our passports had been all right, we __________ arrested. (NOT BE)
12. If they __________ well, the show will be a great success. (PERFORM)
13. If he leaves his bike outside someone __________ it. (STEAL)
14. If the weather __________ like this, the clothes will be dry in a short time. (STAY)
15. If you __________ me beforehand, we would have gone and seen something else (TELL).
16. If it freezes tonight, the roads __________ slippery tomorrow. (BE)
17. If you hated your job why __________ a new one? (YOU NOT FIND)
18. If he worked hard, he __________ in time (FINISH).
19. If John had bought a season ticket, he __________ it (LOSE).
20. If the man __________ him, he wouldn’t have fallen down the stairs (NOT FOLLOW).
KEY

1. If I were/was you I would go home and lie down at once (BE).
2. If you had married Jimmy, you would have had a very unhappy life. (HAVE)
3. I would give you some advice if I had any. (HAVE)
4. If John smiled sometimes, he would be more sympathetic. (SMILE)
5. I would have learned German if I had had more time. (LEARN)
6. What will you do/ are you going to do if I go home now? (YOU DO)
7. If my parents had gone away, I would have invited all my friends to the party. (GO)
8. I would have sent her a postcard if I had had her address. (SEND)
9. Would you still love me if I grew a beard? (GROW)
10. If I earned enough money, I would travel around the world. (TRAVEL)
11. If our passports had been all right, we wouldn’t have been arrested. (NOT BE)
12. If they perform well, the show will be a great success. (PERFORM)
13. If he leaves his bike outside someone will steal it. (STEAL)
14. If the weather stays like this, the clothes will be dry in a short time. (STAY)
15. If you had told me beforehand, we would have gone and seen something else (TELL).
16. If it freezes tonight, the roads will be slippery tomorrow. (BE)
17. If you hated your job why didn’t you find a new one? (YOU NOT FIND)
18. If he worked hard, he would finish in time (FINISH).
19. If John had bought a season ticket, he would have lost it (LOSE).
20. If the man hadn’t followed him, he wouldn’t have fallen down the stairs (NOT FOLLOW).